100 SIGNATURE WAY

UPDATE

– FALL 2018

 Have a problem in your unit? Call or Email:
Longley Condominium Condominium Services – 403-228-9882
Email – reception@longleycondo.com

 Are you ready for Winter?
 It’s time to isolate your outdoor taps as owners, contractors and
landscapers have no more need for access. After closing the isolation
taps in your unit make sure you drain the line to the outside. Trapped
water will freeze leading to burst or separated pipes which would not
be covered by our corporation insurance.

 Remember to brush or shovel snow away from your deck door sills to
prevent water seeping in as it melts. (metal shovels or scrapers should
not be used as they will tear the Duradek).

 Landscaping:


Being that our contract with Bugaboo is up for renewal on October
31, a detailed inspection of the complex was undertaken. The
condition, appearance and maintenance of the plants, shrubs, trees
and grassed areas in our complex confirmed there are many areas for
improvement. Effective November 1, the landscaping and snow
removal contract has been awarded to Landscapers by Nature (LBN).

 Street parking:
 Just another reminder that street parking within 100 Signature Way
is not allowed as the roadway is designated as a “Fire lane” and
snow plows have already been required.
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 Garbage:
 The City of Calgary has advised that waste collection services are
transitioning to a ‘fee for service’ model. Currently City waste
collection for condominiums is funded through property tax, with
customer’s direct payments only covering the container rental cost.
Under the new model we will be billed directly for the full cost of the
garbage collection service, which includes the container collection
charge.

 Our complex has one, 4-yard capacity garbage bin which is emptied
weekly for a monthly charge of $53.17. Information received from the
City indicates that effective January 1, 2019 our monthly waste
removal rate will be $184.15, an increase of 246%.

 Longley is investigating the option of using another company such as
BluPlanet to provide the service at a lower cost and we are hoping
that they will be able to obtain better pricing than what the City has
indicated.

 Green Bins:
 Longley informed us that a couple of the properties they manage
have been fined by BluPlanet for contamination in the Green Bins.
The charge was for resorting of the items. One property was fined
over $80 in one month. Please ensure that you are familiar with the
list of acceptable items that can be deposited in the Green Bins so
that Signal Hill Estates is not fined.

 To assist you with sorting items properly in the bins, Recycling
Information Sheets are included at the end of this Newsletter.

 Garage Door Maintenace:
 We are currently reviewing and approving our next five-year reserve
fund study to identify reasonable foreseeable repairs or replacement
of the physical assets of the corporation that are not annually
recurring. Using items identified on the study we have determined
that the doors, runners and rollers are the responsibility of the
corporation as costs for these items are included in the reserve fund
and the door panels could not be assembled without them.
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 Owners are responsible for all electrics including the door openers,
cables and any springs required at the scheduled reserve fund door
replacement time.

 Now that the seals have been replaced in all garage doors in our
complex, we are reminding individual owners of their responsibility to
ensure overhead mechanisms, springs, cables and rollers are
serviced to prevent failures, particularly through the upcoming winter
season. The Board has established preferential pricing for operating
maintenance with Best Doors, the contractor who replaced the seals.

 Longley has a list of costs agreed to for repairs and replacement
parts. Arrangements for service and payment are between Best
Doors and the owner.

 Dear Abby Corner (summary of owner complaints):
 Please keep your dogs on leads within the complex and prevent
them from urinating on the grassed areas.

 Some units this summer proudly displayed their washing on their
front decks contravening Clause 62a (VII) of our By-Laws which
states: “An owner SHALL NOT permit laundry to be hung other than

inside the Building on his unit.”

 Some owners have parked their vehicles in our limited ‘Visitor’
parking spots for lengthy periods of time without consulting with
Longley or the Board.

 Every week cardboard boxes which have not been broken down are
seen in the Blue Recycle Bin. Are you one of the guilty people? This
is very inconsiderate. Often your neighbor(s) need to break down
boxes to create room in the bin. FLATTEN CARDBOARD BOXES
PRIOR TO PLACING THEM IN THE BLUE BIN FOR
RECYCLING.

 Thank You!
 Our many thanks go to Allan Lydon who volunteered his time and
talent to refurbish our entry ‘Signal Hill Estates’ sign as well as
repairing and repainting the street and gate lighting fixtures.
Fantastic job Allan!
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